THE HOLY GRAIL OF BUSINESS SOLUTIONS HAS BEEN FOUND
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A mathematical breakthrough that breaks all industry barriers - providing managers with greater
spending power, increased profit potential and unlimited corporate growth.
Math Breakthrough Causes Competitive Flip-Flop

History Proves the Business Model and Math

If you drive a car or use a cell phone, a single math approach
made your buying dollar dramatically more powerful and you a
much more satisfied customer. It also made those companies
using the math to provide those products dramatically more
profitable. Have you heard of Japan’s rise over US car
manufacturers? That was mainly due to this single mathematical
approach. Unfortunately, the math was limited to industries
that had a high repetitive volume, like assembly plants. That’s
not true anymore – and profit making benefits are significant!

Economic history was changed when a math approach called
Statistical Process Control (SPC) was successfully applied to the
making of quality cars. Make no mistake, SPC is a
mathematical solution applied to manufacturing assembly
lines that significantly changed the playing field in the
automotive industry. Japan’s automotive industry, being the
first to implement SPC, leaped over it US competitors in car
sales to dominate the market – within a relatively short span
of 20 years. During that time, Japan’s automotive industry
reported huge earnings and unprecedented growth.

That same math can now be applied to any people-centric
industry, yielding the same results in success and profitability –
that’s the Holy Grail of business solutions!
This proven, powerful math approach can now be applied to
any people-centric activity, like project management,
operational workflow management, change management,
process improvement and business process reengineering even the roll out of a corporate initiative. It can be applied to
people-centric industries, like service organizations, sales,
software development or IT shops. If people are involved, this
math approach now has application – that includes just about
everything except assembly lines. What does that means to
you? Profit, profit, profit and more profit!

Overcoming Decades of Limitations
For the last several decades, many companies failed at finding
this Holy Grail of business solutions. Many attempted to pass
the intent without the math. Yet, it was the mathematics, if
discovered, that could provide companies with the same
competitive advantages, as it did with the manufacturing
plants and their ability to dramatically acquire new market
share and increase profit margins. Twenty years ago, Catalyst
Technologies decided to go on this mathematical quest.
Catalyst Technologies has surpassed these limitations, not with
hype or theories – but with solid science, to give executives
and senior management complete access to the full power of
these proven mathematical breakthrough, providing a new
horizon of achieving even the most ambitious, profit-focused
business goals. Remember, it’s been done before using the
same math.

During this same period, the US automotive industry refused
to use the SPC mathematical solution and laughingly waited
for Japan to set the example. Japan certainly did set the
example and no one in US laughed – except the car buyer with
joy. After the US automotive industry lost the majority of their
market share and significant amounts of money, they finally
followed the Japanese example by implementing SPC within
their plants. The US automotive industry is still playing catch
up, both in sales and profit.
Applying SPC within the Japanese car assembly line allowed
executives and senior management within those companies to
receive unprecedented profits, all based on giving the
workforce the ability to make unchallenged, objective
decisions. It gave their organization access to powerful
mathematics, i.e., an objective decision making (leadership)
tool, and applied it at the workforce level, resulting in soaring
profits because they had a competitive advantage – based on
this single math approach that was used in SPC.
Catalyst Technologies took SPC mathematics and was able to
translate it into a people-centric solution, making it available so
all industries could benefit.
Another example of the power of this math approach on
corporate profits was seen with the Lean Six Sigma initiative.
Lean Six Sigma, grounded in similar mathematical principles as
SPC, was also limited to highly repetitive industries. Lean Six
Sigma has been applied to various service-based operations,
but with severe limitations. The organizations applying Lean
Six Sigma hoped to apply the statistical foundation to increase
efficiency, thereby being able to stretch their budgets or
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reduce costs. The principle had limited success, but not
equaling the same benefits assembly line industries were able
to create. That has now changed and the limits for business
success have now been uncapped.

The results of applying APRI in various types of organizations
are significant …


This mathematical breakthrough, extending this proven math
into people-centric environments, is named the “Average
Performance Range and Index” (APRI) because it statistically
focuses on identifying and increasing performance range and
managing to a performance index. It allows people-centric
industries to benefit from the powerful algorithms described,
yielding increased profits, spending power, limitless growth
and an opportunity to do more with less.
Implementing APRI within an organization allows executive
and senior teams to turn their worst group, division,
department or business unit into its best, with mathematical
precision and speed. This comes as no surprise to the Japanese
automotive industry, and no longer a surprise to the US
industry.
SPC and Lean Six Sigma have proven that an executive needs
an objective answer to the question, “How much more profit
can be earned given current conditions?” APRI gives that
answer using the same math in people-centric environments,
with objectivity and precision. And if the “factual” answer falls
short of what’s needed, APRI will provide a path that offers the
highest rate of success to obtaining corporate goals.

In 1 Year: Production Line Improvement from 1,000 hrs
to 110 hrs
- Department of Defense
(United States Navy)

It’s the real thing!
Twenty years ago, Catalyst Technologies set out on discovering
the Holy Grail of business solutions, applying the successful
SPC and Lean mathematics described to organizations and
businesses at the workforce level, giving executives and senior
management an unprecedented edge to both increasing yearly
business profits and getting more spending value from their
fixed budgets. With awe-inspiring success, the results were
demonstrated repeatedly in a variety of organizational
applications, including project management, operational
workflow management, business process reengineering and
corporate initiative achievement.
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- Space Technologies, MIL-STD Hardware & Software T&E
Environment


In 6 Months: Cost Overrun Decrease
from 35% to 3%
- Hughes Corporation Spin-Off Division (Palomar
Products)
- Air Traffic Control Systems, NATO Hardware & Software
R&D Environment



In 6 Months: Time to Market Improvement from 120 to
60 days
- Scour Inc. (Internet Portal Company)
- P2P File Sharing Software Company, Commercial Internet
R&D Environment



In 6 Months: Schedule Reduction
from 18 months to 10 months
- Capacity Technologies, Inc.
(AOL Time Warner Investment)
- Advanced Networking Servers, Commercial IT R&D
Environment

Soaring Over the Competition
The APRI approach provides the best solutions to soaring
profits and unprecedented business growth.
Catalyst Technologies has proven that it knows how to harness
the mathematical business power that has changed world
economics, and can now offer these seasoned solutions to all
industries in all forms of “best practices.”

Catalyst Technologies has integrated the profit making power of APRI into PROJECT MANAGEMENT, EARNED VALUE,
ERP, OPERATIONAL PLANNING and MANAGEMENT, LEAN SIX SIGMA, THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS, DASHBOARD
LEADERSHIP, BALANCED SCORECARD, KNOWLEDGE VALIDATION METRICS, PREDICTIVE METRICS, and CPI KAIZEN.
Call to find out how applying APRI within your organization can dramatically change your vision of the future.
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